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Terrestrial analogs serve four key functions: we use them 1) to learn (by comparison); 2) to test (hardware, hypotheses,
strategies); 3) to train (crews and ground personnel); and 4) to engage (international partners, the public, students). Analog
sites are often chosen to serve as many functions as possible. However, the most important consideration in the use of an
analog site is its fidelity for the usage sought.

The Black Point Lava Flow (BPLF) site used by NASA’s Desert RATS field tests is an example we examine. As a site in
Northern Arizona presenting basaltic lava flows and relatively simple background geology, the site is a good analog for
Moon and Mars work in that: i) it presents a dominant rock composition that is, to first order, relevant to the Moon and Mars,
ii) its climatic setting is semi-arid; iii) it allows basic planetary geology training; and iv) it is easy and affordable to access.
The site also offers a range of Moon and Mars-relevant terrain types and topography, from rough boulder-filled slopes to soft
sandy flats, each presenting relevant challenges for rover mobility tests.

However, the BPLF site may be inadequate as a driver of requirements for lunar surface science operations. At BPLF, crews
of the Space Exploration Vehicle (SEV), a concept vehicle for future pressurized rovers, are asked to frequently conduct
EVA, rock hammer in hand, to access outcrops of bedrock and collect fresh samples. In spite of the SEV’s high mobility, the
geologic tasks are operationally complex enough that EVAs are required. The “lesson learned” is that EVAs are required for
rock sampling, and frequently so. However, this lesson may be invalid, at least for the Moon. 95% of all rock samples
collected during Apollo (mare and highlands combined) were float. The samples were collected with tongs, not rock
hammers. Had the Apollo astronauts disposed of an SEV equipped with a robotic arm, their samples could well have been
collected mostly without conducting EVAs. Thus, on the Moon, EVAs may not be required for rock sampling as frequently as
implied from field studies at BPLF. Sites on Earth with surfaces dominated by float and/or rubble may offer better science
operations analogs for the Moon, even if rock composition is a poorer match.

We propose a strategy allowing a more optimal use of terrestrial analog sites for planetary geology.
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